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   1. Introduction. Let rbe any integer greater than 1. An integer is calied

r-free if it is not divisible by the r th power of any prime.

   Th. Estermann [1, g1] discussed the representation of an integer as the sum

of a square and a square-free (i. e. 2-free) integer, giving an asymptotic formula

for the number of such representations. A similar problem has been treated by

L. Mirsky [3] of representing an integer as the sum of a prime and an r-free

integer, where r is an arbitrary integer 21 2.

   In'the present paper we shall consider the number Q.(n) of representations

of an integer nas the sum of the square of a prime and an r-free integer.

   For rti=2 and 3 there are certain irregularities in the distribution of values of

Q.(n). Indeed, one observes at once that

                   02(n);Sl for n= 1 (mod 4)

and

                   Q3(n) ;S; 1 for n Eii 1 (mod 8).

   For the sake of convenience we define the symbol c,(n) for integers r22 and

n21 by setting for r == 2

                   F2(n)-:(g :'S,",'1,g:od4)･

and for r>3

                   c.(n)-=Ii i,fth",f.l,gl"Od 8)'
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                                       '
Also, li x denotes the logarithmic integral, so that

                    li x-li 2+ S; 1.dgtt (x>i).

    We shall prove the following

    Theorem Let r be an arbitrary integer ).2 and H any positive real number.

Then we have

             Q.(n) =A.(n) li nif2 + O(l."giii'ii) (n- oo)

                    '

with

                  A.(n) == (i - Cil"-i ),l.Z,.(i - pl-;(p(;/ )i))'

where the O-constant dePends at most on r and HL in Particular, every suL07ciently

large integer can be rePresented as the sum of the square of aPrime and an r-free

integer, provided that rZ4.

   2. Preliminaries. Letters d, m, n willbe used to denotepositive integers and

P to denote prime numbers. As usual, pa(m) denotes the Euler totient function and

pt(m) the M6bius function. Also, we denote by v(m) the number of distinct prime

divisors of m and by T(m) the number of positive divisors of nz. We have 2V(m) ;Sl

T(m) with equality for square-free m. (-i}) is the Legendre symbol for quadratic

residuals.

   The following facts are well known (cf. [2, Theorems 328, 315, 318]) :

                         ,(i.)=- o(iogi?.g 3m),

                     T(m) == O(m`) for any fixed s>O,

                      ,]I,I],..T,(M) = Xiogx+O(x) for x .>=rm.. i.

                       H-･

   Furthermore we need two auxiliary results which will be formulated as lemmas.

   Lemma l. Denote by z(x, le, l) the number ofPrimes PSx, P!i!l (mod fe), where

le>rl, l are integers with (le, l)=1. Let B and E be arbitrarily large but fixed Posi-

tive real numbers. Then we have

              rc(x, k, l) == 'gil/)leTs-liX+O(logXBx) ' (X'oo)
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zanilfbrmly for 1;$kSlogEx, (l, k) == 1, where the O-constant dePends on B and E.

   This is a slightly weakened form of the well-known Siegel-Walfisz theorem

(cL [5, Chap. IV, Theorem 8.3]).

   Lemma 2. Let r be an integer 22, d a square-free integer }).1, and a an integer

with (a, d)=1. SuPPose that a is a quadratic residue (mod dr). Then, the number

s(d) of the incongrz{ent solutions z of the congruence

                             z2 :i a (mod d")

is given by

                               s(d) == 2v(d)

for r == 2 and

                     s(d'=Ii;[:l+i esil'SeZdeZl

for r21 3.

   This result can be easily verified by appea!ing e. g. to [4, Theorem 47]. Note

that the integer a is a quadratic residue (mod dr) if and only if a is a quadratic

residue (mod P) for all prime factors P of d, and further ai-!i-1 (mod 4 or 8) when

d iS divisible by 2 according as r=2 or r23.

   3. Proof of the the, erem, Our proof will be carried out along the lines parallel

to those in [3].

   We write O.'(n) for the number of ways of representing an integer n in the

form n, = P2 + m, where P is a prime with (P, n) = 1 and m is an r-free integer.

Since

                     ,pu, . pt(d)=- Ioi .i ft hl:li,i il, r,",f,ree,

we have, indicating by ]IIil]: the summaton over d for which n is a quadratic

residue (mod d"),

     Q.'(n)= X X pt(d)
            psnlf2 drin-p2
            (P,n)=1

          =- =* pt(d) X1
            dsnl/'r psnl12
             (d, n) ==1 (P, n) =1
                       b2=-n(dr)

          =- = *pt (d )X i+ =" pt(d )= i+ =* pt (d )= i
            d$x P x<d$,il12r P nl!2r<d$nllr p
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           '
          =:==i+X2+i:l l]3'

say, where x = logHn.

                                                       '  ' To evaluate =i we use Lemma 1 with B :::= 3H and E=rH and Lemma 2.

Let ai (i -- 1, 2, ･･･, s(d)) be the incongruent solutions z of the congruence

                       z2in (mod d"),

n being assumed to be a quadratic residue (mod d"). Obviously, (d, n)= 1 implies

(ai, d) = 1 (i = 1, 2, ･･･, s(d)). We have then

       =i=,,li,ll,i,,"-,,t(d),2,tiii,ii,yrmi:i

                     p2=-n(dr)

                    s(d) '          = =*                 xt(d) l2 :l z(ni/2, dr, ai) + O (xv(n))

            d .<. :v i=1
           (d,n)=1

         '=,,,iltlil,, X`(d)(,S((ddr] iinii2+O(SigS'.'i.'2))+o(I,(q))

               * rt(d)s(d)          = (dli,ll],)..i g(dr) ii "i/2 + O( ,=2. i((dd,)) iZ}i2. )

                              +O( ,l:. ].. s (d) ,Zigig. ) + o(xv( n))

          = (dili, ],)l';i it(gd()iSd) ) 'i "i/2 + O(i.'iii2. ),

where

            ,i:E{,]a: it(yd()iSg() =,{-,,, ( i - pl. m;( i;/ l) )

           (d,n)==1

and

           ,z],iii ]g.,,.:, Pt(,d()iSd) ) -- ,g"-2,i{,z;-.,,. (i - -ti,(il'iill) )

with c2 = 1, c. == 2 (r }.lm 3).

   Next, we find easily
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             X2 !l{.<de.,1, ,$2,,1, 1 =:= o(ti. ,, s(dd/:!i/2 )

                          p2 =- n(dr)

                 =, o("i/;i,9F X) =-O( iZ}iiL,)'

Finally, we have for r=:2

            =3 = nl14 put;nl!3 t`(d)¥ 1 + .i/3<Zt$if,if2 1`(d)]IIFI

                ===3,1+=3,2,

say, where

             =,,,tr< X =IS.Xs(d)
         ' nlf4<dsnl13 P$dr dsnl!3                             b2=n(d")
                 == O (ni13 log n)

and, arguing just as in [1, p. 654],

             ]:iili]3,2 1:$l 2T(11) = 1 =O(n(lf3')+E),

                        m<vtl13

and for r-).m3

             =3;;;lni/2r<=,$nyr,,t.m=.f,d(z'.)1$,.X,,ifrS(di

                 = O(ni/,' log fi),

so that in either case

            X,==O(n(ii3)+e) == O(longiiZ'z ).

Gathering up these results, we thus obtain the asymptotic formula for

enunciated in the theorem since
                       '

                   Q.(n) =- Q.'(n) + O(v(n)).

   We could, of course, somewhat simplify our argument in the proof

theorem, if use were made of some recent results, in place of Lemma 1,

the theory of the large sieve, but yielding substantially nothing more.

Qr(n)

of the

 from
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